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Abstrat
We study dynamial symmetry breaking on a ylinder in external magneti field par-
allel to the axis of ylinder when magneti field affets the dynamis of fermions only
through the Aharonov-Bohm phase. We find that unlike other previously studied ases
magneti field in our ase ounterats the generation of dynamial fermion mass whih
dereases with magneti field. There exists also a purely kinematial ontribution to the
fermion gap whih grows linearly with magneti field. Remarkably, we find that the total
fermion gap, whih inludes both the dynamial and kinematial ontributions, always
inreases with magneti field irrespetively the values of oupling onstant and the radius
of ylinder. Thus, although the dynamial mass is suppressed, external magneti field
does enhane the total fermion gap in the spetrum.
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1 Introdution
It is well known that external magneti field is a strong atalyst of dynamial symmetry break-
ing leading to the generation of dynamial fermion mass even at the weakest attrative in-
teration between fermions [1℄ (for earlier onsideration of dynamial symmetry breaking in a
magneti field, see [2, 3℄). The appliations of this effet were onsidered in ondensed matter
and osmology (for reviews see [4℄). Reently, the idea of magneti atalysis was used for ex-
planation of the experimentally observed magneti field driven metal-dieletri phase transition
in pyrolyti graphite [5℄.
As well known, arbon nanotubes (see, e.g., [6℄) are essentially graphite sheets wrapped
on a ylinder. Experimentally produed arbon nanotubes have small radii and their long
wave length exitations are adequately desribed by a (1+1)-dimensional effetive quantum
field theory whose spatial ontent is a R
1
spae beause only the lowest mode for fermions
on the irle is retained. Nonetheless, the ylinder geometry of arbon nanotubes presents
an interesting setup from the viewpoint of dynamial symmetry breaking in external onstant
magneti field in a (2 + 1)-dimensional spaetime with nontrivial topology. We study this
problem in the present paper. It is lear that two diretions of magneti field are distinguished.
The first one is when magneti field is perpendiular to the axis of ylinder and the seond
when it is parallel. Obviously, sine the normal projetion of magneti field varies with angle,
the first ase presents an inhomogeneous problem whose solution is diffiult to find. The ase
where magneti field is parallel to the axis of ylinder is muh more tratable and was already
studied in some detail in [7℄. Classially, magneti field parallel to the axis of ylinder does
not affet at all the motion of harged partiles on the surfae of ylinder. However, this is
not true in quantum mehanis where the presene of magneti field leads to the appearane
of the AharonovBohm phase [8℄. We would like to add also that, in general, one an relax
the requirement that external magneti field is onstant. It is enough to require only that the
normal omponent of magneti field be equal to zero on the surfae of ylinder. Magneti field
through the transverse setion of ylinder an be arbitrary and what matters is only the total
magneti field flux through the transverse setion of ylinder.
To study dynamial symmetry breaking on a ylinder in parallel magneti field, we onsider
the following Gross-Neveu type model [9℄ with N flavors:
L =
N∑
k=1
ψ¯kiγ
µDµψk +
G
2N
(ψ¯ψ)2, (1)
where Dµ = ∂µ − ieA
ext
µ and ψ¯ψ =
∑N
i=1 ψ¯iψi, N the number of flavors. Aording to [10℄, we
onsider the four-omponent spinors orresponding to a four-dimensional (reduible) represen-
tation of Dira`s matries
γ0 =
(
σ3 0
0 −σ3
)
, γ1 =
(
iσ1 0
0 −iσ1
)
, γ2 =
(
iσ2 0
0 −iσ2
)
. (2)
The Lagrangian (1) is invariant under the disrete transformation ψ → ei
pi
2
γ5ψ, where
γ5 =
(
0 I
I 0
)
.
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Obviously, the mass term breaks this symmetry sine
ψ¯ψ → −ψ¯ψ.
We onsider the model with breaking of disrete symmetry in order to avoid strong quantum
flutuations due to massless NambuGoldstone fields whih, if present, would destroy the
mean-field solution that we find.
2 Dynamial mass generation
Introduing an auxiliary σ field, the Lagrangian (1) an be equivalently represented in the
following way:
L =
N∑
k=1
(ψ¯kiγ
µDµψk − σψ¯kψk)−
N
2G
σ2 . (3)
Integrating over the fermion fields, we obtain the following effetive ation for the σ field
in the
1
N
approximation:
Γ(σ) = −
N
2G
∫
σ2d3x− iNTrLn(iγµDµ − σ). (4)
If we hoose the x axis along the axis of ylinder and the y axis along the irumferene,
then, mathematially, ylinder is a R
1 × S1 spae or ompatified plane in the y diretion, i.e.
y ∼ y + 2piR, where R is the radius of ylinder. Obviously, R1 × S1 is a multiply-onneted
spae and, aording to Hosotani [11℄, the nonzero omponent Ay of gauge field annot be
gauged away unlike the ase of a simply onneted spae. Equivalently, if we onsider our
spae R
1 × S1 as a real ylinder in embedding 3D spae, then the onstant Ay omponent is
related to the flux of onstant magneti field Φ = 2piRAy = piR
2B through the transverse
setion of ylinder [12℄. Further,
Tr ln(iγµDµ − σ) = −Tr
∫ σ
0
ds
1
iγµDµ − s
= 4
∫
d3x
∫ σ
0
sdsG(x,x; s) (5)
and, onsequently, the effetive potential is equal to
V (σ) =
Nσ2
2G
+ 4Ni
∫ σ
0
sdsG(x,x; s), (6)
where G(x,x′; s) is Green`s funtion whih satisfies the following equation:
(
∂2
∂t2
−
∂2
∂x2
− (
∂
∂y
− ieA)2 + s2)G(x,x′; s) = δ(x− x′), (7)
where Ay =
RB
2
. Obviously, in Eulidean spae,
G(x,x; s) = −i
∫
d2p
(2pi)2L
∑
n
1
p2 + (2pi
L
)2(n− φ‖)2 + s2
, (8)
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where L = 2piR, φ‖ = Φ/Φ0 =
eAyL
2pi
, and Φ0 = 2pi/e is the elementary magneti field flux.
Sine the sum in (8) is over all integer n, it suffies to onsider φ‖ on the interval [0,
1
2
]. To
evaluate the sum in (8), we transform it into an integral in omplex plane ω
∑
n
1
(p2 + s2)(L/2pi)2 + (n− φ‖)2
=
1
2pii
∫
C
dω
1− e2pi(ω+iφ‖)
−2pi
(p2 + s2)(L/2pi)2 − ω2
, (9)
where the ontour C runs around poles of the funtion (1− e2pi(ω+iφ‖))−1. Then we an deform
ontour and present the last integral as sum over two residues at ω = ±L/2pi(p2 + s2)1/2. As
result, we have
G(x,x; s) = −i
1
4pi
∫
pdp
(p2 + s2)1/2
sinh(L(p2 + s2)1/2)
cosh(L(p2 + s2)1/2)− cos(2piφ‖)
= (10)
−
i
4piL
ln
cosh(L(Λ2 + s2)1/2)− cos(2piφ‖)
cosh(Ls)− cos(2piφ‖)
.
Finally, the effetive potential is
V (σ) =
Nσ2
2G
−
N
piL
∫ σ
0
ln
cosh(L(Λ2 + s2)1/2)− cos(2piφ‖)
cosh(Ls)− cos(2piφ‖)
sds, (11)
where Λ is ut-off. The gap equation whih follows from dV (σ)
dσ
= 0 is
σ
G
=
σ
piL
ln
cosh(L(Λ2 + σ2)1/2)− cos(2piφ‖)
cosh(Lσ)− cos(2piφ‖)
. (12)
Consequently, the nontrivial solution for Λ→∞ is
σ =
1
L
cosh−1(
eL(Λ−
pi
G
)
2
+ cos(2piφ‖)) , (13)
whih obviously dereases with φ‖ (see Fig.1). We would like to note that our effetive potential
and the solution of gap equation agree with the orresponding results obtained in [7℄. By using
(11), it is not diffiult to show that the nontrivial solution always has lower energy than the
trivial solution σ = 0.
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FIG.1. The dependene of σ on φ‖.
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This result orresponds to an unusual situation where external onstant magneti field inhibits
rather than assists dynamial symmetry breaking. Aording to [1℄, onstant magneti field
in infinite flat spae leads to dimensional redution by two units D + 1 → (D − 2) + 1 in the
infrared region for fermions that strongly assists dynamial symmetry breaking. Magneti field
in our ase does not influene the spatial motion of fermions at all, therefore, the dimensional
redution is absent. The only dynamial effet that magneti field has in our ase is through
the appearene of the AharonovBohm phase. Sine this phase inreases energy of fermions,
we obtain that magneti field in our ase ounterats dynamial symmetry breaking unlike
all other known ases. Remarkably, this result is onsistent with a more general idea that
external magneti field enhanes the fermion gap in the spetrum. The point is that there is
an additional purely kinemati ontribution
2piφ‖
L
(see (8)) due to the AharonovBohm phase
to the total fermion gap and as we show below the total gap σ2tot = σ
2 + (
2piφ‖
L
)2 inreases with
φ‖. To prove this, let us onsider the funtion
f(x) = (cosh−1(a + cosx))2 + x2,
where x = 2piφ‖ takes values on the interval [0, pi] and ξ = a + cosx > 1, otherwise, the gap
equation (12) does not have a nontrivial solution. The derivative of this funtion with respet
to x is equal to
df(x)
dx
= 2x(1−
sin x
x
ln(ξ +
√
ξ2 − 1)√
ξ2 − 1
) .
Further, taking into aount that
sin x
x
≤ 1 and
ln(ξ +
√
ξ2 − 1)√
ξ2 − 1
< 1 ,
we find that this derivative is positive
df(x)
dx
> 0 .
Thus, although the dynamially generated fermion mass dereases with φ‖, the total fermion
gap inreases with φ‖. Graphially, the dependene of σtot on φ‖ is depited in Fig.2.
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FIG.2. The dependene of σtot on φ‖.
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Finally, let us find the ritial oupling onstant that separates the symmetrial phase from
the phase with broken symmetry. As follows from (13), the ritial oupling onstant is
Gc(φ‖) =
piL
ΛL− ln[2(1− cos(2piφ‖))]
. (14)
One again we see that external magneti field ounterats dynamial symmetry breaking sine
as follows from (14) the ritial oupling onstant inreases with φ‖ that means that we need
stronger attration in order to break symmetry. For φ‖ → 0, the ritial oupling onstant
goes to zero Gc → 0, i.e. symmetry is always broken in this ase.By using (13) one an show
that the phase transition with respet to the magneti field flux is the mean field seond order
phase transition.
3 Conlusions
In this paper we have investigated dynamial symmetry breaking on a ylinder in external
magneti field parallel to the axis of ylinder. This problem may be relevant for ertain on-
densed matter systems. In fat, we were inspired by the geometry of arbon nanotubes. On the
other hand, our problem an be onsidered as the problem of dynamial symmetry breaking
in a multiply-onneted spae, where gauge field has a nonzero onstant vauum expetation
value [11℄, whih annot be gauged away unlike the ase of a simply onneted spae.
By studying a relatively simple GrossNeveu type model on a ylinder in external magneti
field, we find that unlike all other known ases external magneti field ounterats the gener-
ation of dynamial fermion mass, i.e. larger magneti fields orrespond to smaller dynamial
fermion masses. There exists also an additional purely kinemati ontribution to the fermion
gap in this problem, whih inreases with magneti field. Remarkably, we find that the total
fermion gap, whih inludes both the dynamial and kinematial ontributions, always inreases
with magneti field irrespetively the values of oupling onstant and the radius of ylinder.
Thus, although our analysis shows that external magneti field in spaes with nontrivial topol-
ogy does not always assist dynamial symmetry breaking unlike the ase of flat spaes with
trivial topology [1℄, our results are onsistent with a more general idea that external magneti
field inreases the fermion gap in the spetrum.
We would like to note that one an gauge away the vetor potential in our problem but in
this ase the AharonovBohm phase will reveal itself in the boundary onditions for fermions
on the irle. The ases of periodi and antiperiodi boundary onditions for fermion fields
were onsidered in [13℄, where dynamial hiral symmetry breaking was studied in a spaetime
R
3×S1 in external magneti field.3 It is lear that the AharonovBohm phase defines arbitrary
boundary onditions for fermions on the irle and allows to interpolate smoothly between
the periodi and antiperiodi boundary onditions. It is easy to hek that our results on
dynamial symmetry breaking are onsistent with the results of [13℄ (as well as [14℄), where it
was found that although for periodi boundary onditions (when the AharonovBohm phase is
zero in our setup) a dynamial mass is generated at the weakest attrative interation between
fermions, the effet of antiperiodi boundary onditions (when the AharonovBohm phase
3
The role of periodi and antiperiodi boundary onditions of fermion fields in the dynamial symmetry
breaking in flat spaes with more general topology but without external magneti field was onsidered in [14℄.
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attains its maximal possible value) is to ounterat the dynamial hiral symmetry breaking.
Sine magneti field onsidered in [13℄ is perpendiular to the spatial plane, unlike our ase
it annot influene boundary onditions for fermions on the irle. The paper [15℄ studied
dynamial hiral symmetry breaking in QED in a spaetime with the topology R
3×S1 without
external magneti field. In this ase the Aharonov-Bohm phase for fermions appears due
to nonzero onstant vauum expetation value of the eletromagneti vetor potential that
annot be gauged away in a multiply-onneted spaetime. The Aharonov-Bohm phase in
this problem is not an external parameter like in our problem but a dynamial variable that
should be determined from the requirement of the minimum of energy. Interestingly, it was
found in [15℄ that the state with the lowest energy orresponds to fermions with antiperiodi
boundary onditions. This disfavors dynamial fermion mass generation, however, aording
to the results of our paper, the total fermion gap whih inludes also the purely kinemati
ontribution due to the Aharonov-Bohm phase is still larger than the gap in the ase of zero
Aharonov-Bohm phase.
Finally, we would like to note that a (2 + 1)-dimensional free fermion model was inves-
tigated in [16℄, where a nonzero hiral symmetry breaking ondensate was found due to the
AharonovBohm phase related to the singular magneti vortex. In our opinion, it would be very
interesting to study dynamial symmetry breaking in this model by adding some interation.
Unfortunately, unlike the problem that we investigated in this paper the problem onsidered
in [16℄ is inhomogeneous and suh a study would be very diffiult to perform.
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